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INTRODUCTION

Hydrogen risk is one aspect that can't be neglected by nuclear safety.

On the other side, experimental data are very difficult to simulate the real conditions of an accident.

So the numerical way can be an aid to the comprehension and the modelling of the risk. PLEXUS code,
with its previous developments (see [I]) seems a good candidate to simulate this problem.

THEORETICAL ASPECTS

We treat the conservation laws of mass, momentum and energy. It is important to notice that exists only
one form of the system preserving the conservation aspect which includes Rankine-Hugoniot conditions.

Associated to this formalism, a state law takes into account a relation between pressure P, density p and
internai energy e ; as an example for a perfect gas :

P = ( 7 - 1 ) / * (1)

In a gas mixture, where each one obeys to a 7,- — law with pi as density for gas i, if we define by c,- = — the
P
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concentration, the mixture is also a perfect gas with 7 — law as T = -^—i— (2)
Sc1 -

Ti — 1
At each time, 7 is a function of c; —concentrations. For the treatment of pressure gradient, it is necessary
to include concentration evolution through a convection equation. In the simplest model, all the concen-
trations have the same velocities with no sliping between one another.

Thus in this approach, the model is the Euler equation and the concentration evolution, the coupling
between these two sets of equations lies in the definition of 7 which gives the global pressure P.

PHYSICAL ASPECTS

We are in presence of two approachs which can be complementary.

The first one due to CHAPMAN-JOUGUET (C-J) ensures that the combustion is instantaneous and what
appears at each poire is gas in a totally burnt or totally unburnt state. It implies that the point where the
combustion is ob'a'ned is sonic and we know the global evolution of chemical components, in particular
the Ci s hence P ard all the thermodynamic quantities.
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The second one is a second order model developed because the C-J theory is inconsistant with experimental
data : (see Fig. 1) if deflagration and detourtion (high and weak ones) are defined, the ZND theory asserts

that the pressure value in burnt gas is higher than the CJ pressure as the volume [V = -) can hardly
V PJ

change. For big differences in pressure (P), the effects can be sensitive and the CJ and ZND theories can
give very different results. The second aspect of ZND waves consists in the definition of the path between
unburnt and burnt gas : the theory asserts that, at first, there is an increase of the pressure, like in a
non reactive fluid ; when the pressure (or the temperature) is sufficient, the chemistry appears with a
diminishing pressure. So, at first, the propagation is equivalent to one in an inert fluid ; then it is as if the
motion of the fluid vanishes and lets the chemical waves propagate.

RIEMANN PROBLEM

This problem is well-known : let this fluid (with the same state law) in two different thermodynamic states
{//.(for x < 0) and {/«(for x > 0). For a perfect gas (with a y - law), this problem allows an analytical
solution VV ( - ; UL, UR) in lD(x - axis) at each t-tiine. So it is easy to compute by this method, the
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good interaction of the waves (non-linear), the solution exists if and only if UR — UL < (CR + ci)

y — 1
where u is the fluid velocity and c the sound velocity. When this condition is violated, void appears.

Now, we define with a fluid mixture associating n components, the same problem when each of the com-
ponent obeys to a y, — law. In this case, it is always possible to compute the Riemann problem by a self

similar solution W (-, UL1Un) : in this case the condition is M/J — «t < ci + CR with

7i (and 7/j) the y - law associated to the state UL (and UR) through (2).

NUMEIUCAL METHOD

PLEXUS code is specialized in the treatment of fluid and structure dynamics via an explicit method.
In this algorithm, we can use a Lagrangian version, a Eulerian one or an A.L.E. (Arbitrary Lagrangian
Eulerian).

Now which one to choose for the treatment of chemical waves associated to the conservation laws of mass,
momentum and energy ?

If we adopt a Lagrangian point of view (the grid velocity is the material velocity), it is very simple to
associate the CJ theory and in each cell, all the gas is burnt on unburnt.

On the oilier hand, suppose that we choose an Eulerian one where the grid is fix.

In this case, in each cell, we can obtain burnt and unbiirnt gas. So the ZND theory seems more appropriate.
As it is a second order physical point of view, it is necessary to use a second order numerical scheme (as
for example the TVD one -see [2]-). In this case, we can use the Riemann solver approach (see [3]).

We can focus our attention on systems of the form :

dU dF\ àF-i,,,. . ,
" " • r-=-[U\ = 0 with

U : IR+xIR2 — IT and F1,F2 : Dl" —. IR"

, • r C ^ - r uo<> t
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We also suppose that if Ai = -—• and /I2 = -r-f, we can define for each vector :
OU OV

Jz=(Jz11JZ2) as | | j / | | = 1, the matrix / / (U, P) = A\ V\ + Ai v?

which has real eigenvalues all distinct.

Given a cell Tj (which can be a triangle or a quadrilateral) where the solution is monotonous function : this

solution is defined by the main value u" and two slopes d" (in x-direction) and S" (in y-dire-ztion).

Define also by / ( ; ) the set of Tj-

neighbourgs :

(tor example the following figure)

i'U) = Ui<J2,M,M)

Define for example Vg(U) the Bt3 vector with Vp = (p,pHP,pE) associated to the IR4 vector
U = (p,pu,pv,pE)T with « = (u,v)T.

For a Ricniaiin solver, if v is the outward normal oriented from Tj to Tj1, define :

...1+1/2 - W (a • V-, (ll"+1/2 \ V-, (ll"+if2

After this computation we can apply a conservation law in the mesh :

Jt=i
[KT+XBT.) f
x ' JB

F2

BT, nan
v) //

eT, n en
-2 da = 0

In this approach, the quantities Ug£ ft BT ' l a v e been evaluated by a predictor method.

What are the advantages (and disadvantages) of the two methods ?

In the Lagrangian one, the propagations are correct and non numerical diffusion appears in the front of the
waves : we know immediatly that a mesh is burnt or not ; on the other hand, the mesh can be deformed
and the timestep (via the CPL condition) can fall down drastically.

[n the Eulerian one, it is necessary to compute all the quantities and the necessity to use a performing
algorithm appears. So only a Rieiiianii solver can give the good value of the velocity necessary to the
transport of the flux quantities.



RESULTS

1) Monodimensionnal results

In the first case, we treat the shock tube problem by a Lagrangian version, in plane and axisymetric
configurations. We obtain results as C-J theory can predict.

2) Didimensionnal results

As Lagrangian version is performed for oxygen hydrogen reaction, we can focus our attention on concen-
tration effects and source localization in 2D geometry.
In some cases, we can obtain for plane geometry, results close to the ID case, but in others spherical
propagation appears.

In presence of obstacles, both concepts generate effects that we can't predict.

In particular, due to reflexion, the maximum in pressure is sometimes not associated to chemical propa-
gation but only to inert effects when everything is burnt (see Fig. 2).

We can also use an Eulerian version, where we are close to shock tube problems. We can present the
density evolution in a tube with, at t = 0, small y-deforinalion (see Fig. 3). In this case, the shock (with
ID aspect) is followed by 2D structures that can be observed experimentally ("fish scales").

CONCLUSION

PLEXUS accepts two concepts (which are not different). In the Lagrangian one, the wave propagation is
essentially due to the geometry effects and the position of the explosion source (but not to the energy that
is released). With the Eulerian one, bidimensionnal aspects can be developed and if maximal pressure is
not changed (from Lagrangian calculus) secondary effects of the transversal waves can't be neglected.

But the real problem is the D.D.T (Deflagration-Detonation-Transition) in which the only approach that
seems realistic ic 'he Eulerian one. We are working hardly in this direction.
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Fig. 2 - LAGRANGIAN COMPUTATIONS (ISOPRESSURES AND MESH FOR
TWO DIFFERENTS SOURCE POSITIONS - MIDDLE AND BASIS)
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Fig. 3 - EULERIAN COMPUTATIONS (ISODENSITV IN A TUBE)
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